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Abstract: The rapid increase of data generated has brought 

challenges on data quality level. Fog computing in general has 

been supporting the requirements of end user devices that could 

not be met by cloud computing solution and it is acknowledged to 

have a major impact on how an organisation decides to adopt for 

preprocessing a huge amount of data being generated by the 

devices. Since IoT devices generating very heterogeneous and 

dynamic data, there are challenges for the level of data quality. 

The limitation has hindered the development of fog systems 

framework that capable operating the dynamic execution of edge 

devices that handling generation and collection large amounts of 

data on-premise and off-premise. Thus,sufficient operations of 

identifying Quality of Result enable user to detect any problems 

when conducting the decision making. The aim of this paper is to 

address the factors that perceived likely to influence the adoption 

of fog computing in evaluating the data analysis on data 

transmitted from the ever increases devices.A conceptual 

framework has been constructed considering attributes such as 

heterogeneous data analysis (on-premise and off-premise) and 

Quality of Results (quality indicators, quality control, validity 

outcome and reliability outcome).Potential benefits from the 

implementation of this framework to organisation is it enable to 

provide greater value and benefits to the business process. The 

framework of this study could also be influencing and inhibiting 

the adoption of fog computing.Quality of result has higher 

chances to satisfy the defined industrial’s requirement. In 

addition, fog-computing adoption is important for serving an 

environment for industry to execute, monitor, and analyze a large 

form of data in a fog landscape. 

Index Terms: Data analysis, fog computing, framework, 

Quality of Results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The emergence of technology has changed the way people 

work and interact thus linked to the growth of mobiles 

devices such as wearable devices, tablets, smart phones and 

etc (Peng, Dhaini, & Ho, 2018). However, mobile computing 

devices built consist lack of communication capabilities, 

software and hardware. This is where cloud computing 

comes along in order to cater mobile devices complex 

computations that require powerful computing resources 

(Noor, Zeadally, Alfazi, & Sheng, 2018). Cloud computing is 

a powerful technology that has proven to minimal 
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management effort and service provider (Hashem et al., 

2015). One of the huge significant this computing paradigm 

has made to organization is it lead firm’s to use this 

technologies that integrate with business process. There are 

three types of cloud computing model Software as a Service 

(SaaS), Product as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS) which also mainly comes with three 

deployment model such as private, public and hybrid (Amron, 

Ibrahim, & Chuprat, 2017). However there are challenges 

faced by cloud computing such as the network bandwidth 

limitation, applications with latency-sensitive and increasing 

of real time demand (Hu, Dhelim, Ning, & Qiu, 2017). 

Although for the past few years cloud computing has rapidly 

improve on the technology innovations, there are still another 

aspect of improvement should be looking into at in a way to 

improve the service connectivity. It has found that cloud 

computing unable to provide delay-sensitive services 

(between end devices and the cloud), longer time to process 

the data at certain location due to no data centre and the 

compromised service that has caused from the added 

mobility dimension (Upadhyay, 2018). Other than that, cloud 

computing is a storage to manage and process large number 

of data. As a results, it is a challenge to access and manage 

relevant data that should be evaluated because the large size 

of data (Almutiry et al., 2008). The tendency for data 

redundancy is highly happened because the volume of data 

that is very large stored using cloud computing (Inmor & 

Suwannahong, 2017). Therefore, fog computing is another 

computing paradigm known as an extension of cloud 

computing that helps to reduce the challenges cloud 

computing facing (Cisco, 2015a). Cisco (2015) also added 

that fog computing paradigm preprossed data from cloud 

computing that needed by the end devices. Other than that, 

fog computing is geographically distributed so that it can help 

to reduce the time taken data of processing at certain location 

that largely supporting the artificial intelligence (AI), 5G and 

Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices could take this as advantage 

since it is located at (or near) the edge (Tian et al., 2019).  The 

continues usage of devices equipped with computing 

technology has increase the volume of data. The data 

produces are in structured and unstructured format requires 

extensive data analysis in order to meet industrial’s 

competitive advantage (Ardagna, Cappiello, Samá, & Vitali, 

2018).  
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Fog computing in nature rises the heterogenous of data 

from different format. Therefore, transitional data analysis 

technique must be performed on data that streaming from 

different kind of sources through the comparing and 

processing (Hashem et al., 2015). Recorded data that flows 

into the computing that went through the data analysis must 

be based on quality of result. Quality of result has higher 

chances to satisfy the defined industrial’s 

requirement(Yousefpour et al., 2018). However, researcher 

identified that there is limited study on analysis of external 

data based on fog computing tool with focus on quality of 

results. The aim of this paper is to investigate key factors that 

influence the adoption of fog computing in an organization. 

In order to achieve this aim, this paper proposed a framework 

of fog computing adoption based Quality of Result (QoR). In 

this paper, QoR is important for determining the fog 

computing service technology provides high quality of data 

analysis prior the organization adopted the fog computing. 

The remainder of the article is organised as follows. In 

section 2, the literature review. In section 3, researcher 

explained the proposed conceptual framework. In section 4, 

discussion on the framework importance and how it could 

benefited the researchs and organisation and section 5 

contains some concluding remarks.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Research addressing the specific issue regarding the 

benefits and drawbacks of data analysis and applications for 

organizational purposes has been quite active in recent years 

(Redman, 1996, Dholakia & Dholakia, 2013; Hazen et al., 

2014). However, there are still limited study on fog 

computing discussed on the important of managing 

correlation of data analysis in organization for sustainability 

improvement (Ardagna et al., 2018; Bellavista et al., 2019; 

Hashem et al., 2015; Strong, Lee, & Wang, 1997). Some 

educational researchers have remained cautious to engage the 

framework based on fog computing to correlate various form 

of data in organization (Froiz-Míguez et al., 2018; Liu, Chan, 

Yang, & Niu, 2018). Fog computing in general has been 

supporting the requirements of end user devices that could 

not be met by cloud computing solution (Bellavista et al., 

2019). The integration of cloud computing with fog 

computing has tremendously improving the performance in 

cloud computing. Connected devices to fog computing 

generate a large amount of data to process requires a 

thorough data analysis ensuring the quality of data (Khan, 

Parkinson, & Qin, 2017). However, the external and internal 

data collected from devices could be unreliable, misleading, 

incorrect and biased which hindering the obtain of maximum 

value and decision making (Ardagna et al., 2018).  Research 

addressing the specific issue regarding the benefits and 

drawbacks of data analysis and applications for 

organizational purposes has been quite active in recent years 

(Redman, 1996, Dholakia & Dholakia, 2013; Hazen et al., 

2014). However, there are still limited framework on fog 

computing discussed on the important of managing 

correlation of data analysis in organization for sustainability 

improvement. Although much of this research attention has 

been optimistic in tone (Ardagna et al., 2018; Bellavista et al., 

2019; Hashem et al., 2015; Strong et al., 1997). Some 

educational researchers have remained cautious to engage the 

framework based on fog computing to correlate various form 

of data in organization (Inmor & Suwannahong, 2017). Fog 

computing is an emerging paradigm based on creation of 

micro clouds near the sources of data (Yousefpour et al., 

2018). The technology and innovations of fog computing is 

increasing worldwide, given the opportunities and benefits to 

organizations to improve their performance. Effort in 

reducing data storage, cost and time saving operation can be 

performed during the data processing at the edge of the 

network before it even reach the cloud(Varghese & Buyya, 

2018). The new paradigm called fog computing extends the 

existing Cloud services and platform model.It provides 

computing capabilities on the edges of a network(Cisco, 

2015). However, there is still lack in the empirical studies 

about fog computing as it can be described as a platform 

having similar availability, computation, data, hardware 

connectivity, storage, multiple application and virtualization 

support and infrastructure but is fundamentally different in 

that it is decentralized. This limitation has hindered the 

development of fog systems framework that capable 

operating the dynamic execution of edge devices that 

handling generation and collection large amounts of data 

on-premise and off-premise(Yousefpour et al., 2018).  Many 

believe fog computing will leave an impact towards the 

organisation and high potential strive further on strategic 

operation throughout the organisation. Managers need to 

exploit the IT advances opportunities by providing a proper 

assurance on associated levels (project team). However, there 

are few common challenge identified during implementation 

of fog computing which would be causing from multiple 

service providers (Varghese & Buyya, 2018) and lack of 

documentation on standard and guidelines on the 

implemented infrastructure. Therefore, organization must be 

competent enough to be able take actions and undergo 

decision making based on market change (Liu, Chan, Yang, 

& Niu, 2018). The adoption of fog computing is increasing, 

given the opportunities and benefits to organizations to 

improve their business performance Yassine et al., 2019; 

Zhang & Li, 2006). However, research about the use of fog 

computing in organization in general is limited (Liu, Chan, 

Yang, & Niu, 2018), although there is some evidence of the 

benefits of fog computing (Yousefpour et al., 2018). There is 

lack of studies that provide an in-depth discussion and 

holistic investigation of the factors that benefits the adoption 

of fog computing in analysing organizationa data (Ardagna et 

al., 2018;Lapin, 2014;Fan et al., 2018;Huang et al., 2018; 

Amron, Ibrahim, & Chuprat, 2017). There is lack of 

empirical studies about the factors that impact the influence 

the adoption of fog computing in references to improve the 

quality in analysing the organizational data (Yassine et al., 

2019; Zhang & Li, 2006) Fog computing paradigm operates 

in decentralized computing locations largely motivated by 

the generation of data from different kind of sources. The 

processing and storing of data are perform in between the 

source and the computing paradigm.  
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This has dratically limiting the network loads and transfer 

of data from the source to the cloud storage thus improving 

the overall performance by reducing the data traffic 

congestion derived from storing large amount of data 

(Yousefpour et al., 2018). Devices that processing the 

collected data is usually equipped with rich and flexible in 

development. Such devices in fog computing infrastructure 

need to effectively facilitate collection and extractions of data 

for organisation manual data assesment. QoR is a mechanism 

to evaluate technological processes such as fog infrastructure 

(Murguzur, Schleicher, Truong, Trujillo, & Dustdar, 2014). 

Thus devices high-level functionalities is hope to provide 

organisation’s fast decision making (Yassine, Singh, 

Hossain, & Muhammad, 2019; Zhang & Li, 2006). 

Scalability, reliability and standard of client-server 

architecture issue could arise if this is taken for granted 

(Yassine et al., 2019; Zhang & Li, 2006). Limited studies on 

the fog paradigm that aims to provide a scalable decentralized 

solution for this issue (Yassine et al., 2019). Fog computing 

practice aims to reduce the cloud involvement by filtering 

and preprocessing data produced. However, most of on-going 

works are focussing at improving the cloud computing 

platforms, for example Google, Microsoft Azure, IBM and 

Amazon (Anawar et al., 2018; T.Izhar & Apduhan, 2018). 

Other than that, previous studies on this topic mostly 

expressed the conversion of data, information and 

knowledge, and later the investigation of the overall outcome 

with the data source(Tang et al., 2015). There still exists a 

significant technical gap between large amount of complex 

scientific data analysis and the limited accessibility to these 

datasets based on computer science platform such as fog 

computing and QoR that can provide semantic correlation of 

organisation’s data that generated from on-premise and 

off-premise sources for efficient decision making. There are 

calls for research on fog computing adoption to guide 

implementation decisions from organization on the further 

research (Department of Innovation Industry Science and 

Research, 2011). The finding is hope to provide guidelines 

for IT practicioners, technology providers or any party that 

going to conduct fog computing practices in terms of 

formulating strategies, making decision and understand the 

inner insinuation toward fog computing adoption (Chou, 

2015; Hassan, 2017). Adopting fog computing is more 

comprehensive and flexible compare to other similar 

computing paradigm proposed by research community such 

as Cloudlets, cloud of things, mist computing and edge 

computing (Yousefpour et al., 2018). Before making any 

decision, future user of fog computing should identify the 

current problem with cloud computing (Fan et al., 2018). 

Therefore, they can proceed with exploring the adoption 

solution and effective design in order for them to identify 

suitable factors for adoption (Peng et al., 2018;  Liu, Chan, 

Yang, & Niu, 2018) Despite the importance of this 

technology, there is limited study in the adoption, 

implementation and usage of the fog computing in 

organization (Alshamaila, Papagiannidis, & Li, 2013). In a 

developing countries, IT adoption services such as fog 

computing is low largely due to low level of functionality and 

high level of failure in IT projects which lack of necessary 

ICT infrastructure, internal recources, policy issues and 

change management are part of the factors contribute to the 

faillure (Mohammed, Ibrahim, & Ithnin, 2016). The fog 

computing adoption rate is not growing as fast as expected 

eventhough it has been discussed as a new technology 

develop that help adopters in both operational and strategic, 

increasing the organization major goal, reducing the cost and 

decreasing processing time (Low, Chen, & Wu, 2011).  

However, fog architecture, frameworks and standards 

computing is still in its early stages thus it presents a set of 

new challenges with the increasing adoption of this 

computing paradigm, such as that emphasize the elements of 

Quality of Results (QoR) such as quality indicators, quality 

control, reliability, validity and implementation issues 

(Ardagna et al., 2018; Chou, 2015; Yassine et al., 2019; 

Zhang & Li, 2006). In particular, to contribute intelligent 

decision support and high-quality knowledge discoveryis 

achieved through the efficient use of big data analytics with 

fog computing infrastructure. Research in the said topic is 

still in its nascent stage however it contains important 

insights especially to the body of knowledge and industries.  

 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

The recent computing known as fog computing has 

complimented the convergence of IoT. The main solution 

provided by fog computing is to handle the difficult task in 

processing huge amount of data with distributed geographical 

location, bandwidth and energy. Other than looking into the 

bandwidth and security, fog computing implementation 

priority also for better security control. Most papers define 

fog computing architecture consists of three (3) layers which 

are tier 1: IoT devices (sensors, devices and nodes), tier 2: fog 

layer (security, fog server, fog storage and etc) and tier 3: 

cloud (Tortonesi et al., 2019).  Fog computing offers high 

value-added service by processing data near the edge with 

low latency requirements. The ability for devices to 

generated valuable information from the execution of raw 

data analysis and processing by IoT devices is important for 

user consumption. In addition, the deployment of fog 

computing is very flexible and heterogeneously allows a 

huge reduction in network traffic even though continuous 

data generated to devices. This has resulted in fog computing 

to become one of the powerful technologies in performing 

complex data processing problems (Aazam, Zeadally, & 

Harras, 2018; Fan et al., 2018; Misra & Sarkar, 2016; Tang et 

al., 2015; Tian et al., 2019).Many studies explaining the five 

(5) fundamental characteristics of big data as Volume, 

Velocity, Variety, Veracity and Value. Initially, the sources 

of data generated from the business, social networking & 

web, sensor and IoT devices. For example, an organisation’s 

customer data on call center logs, online transaction and 

website click have its own ability to drive the organisation to 

achieve competitive intelligence, cost saving and strategies 

projectory. Big data processing can be conducted through 

technologies depending on the user requirement. In addition, 

the demand to have such technologies to process and analyse 

the huge amount of data is to seek the trends and patterns of 

data for an organisation’s future decision making  
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(Patil, Jeble, & Kumari, 2018). In fact, the term 

heterogeneous data analysis with decision making has been 

an active research topic. Better utilisation of data for decision 

making will help the organisation to produce a high quality of 

knowledge. The accuracy of decision making is derived from 

the high quality of data. Correct technique makes 

organisation able to find the relationship of data use with the 

ability to perform better decision making. However, due to 

data collected can be incorrect, inaccurate, unstructured can 

impacting the process. For example, disruptions or delays on 

devices communications due to heavyweight data can 

increase the time taken for data processing. The big picture in 

heterogeneous data analysis is on on-premise and off-premise 

data. Different authors defined both of the terms in several 

ways. Patil et al., (2018) have defined on-premise as the 

management of data generated from inside an organisation. 

For example, purchase order, material acquisition, posting to 

finance and etc. As for off-premise data defined by are 

collected from outside of the organisation. For example, 

applications from Smart City: traffic light, traffic camera, 

temperature sensors and etc (Adil & Apduhan, 2016). Since 

IoT devices generating very heterogeneous and dynamic 

data, there are challenges for the level of data quality. In this 

context, QoR particularly represents performance of 

distributed data analysis through the runtime mechanisms 

performing the selecting and configuring data-aware 

processes (Murguzur et al., 2014). In addition, literature also 

stated that QoR is implementing an appropriate set of 

optimization for measuring sufficiently the accurateness of 

data quality (Dai et al., 2018). Other than that, sufficient 

operations of identifying QoR enable user to detect any 

problems when conducting the decision making. However, it 

is a challenge for organisation to identify the actual QoR. 

Additionally, by taking into account the specific 

characteristics such as quality indicator, quality control, 

validity outcome and reliability outcome it could 

compliments the quality of result model (Tortonesi et al., 

2019). Based on the literature review and preliminary data 

gathered from the industry, researcher managed to develop a 

conceptual framework of this study. This paper focuses on 

evaluating the factors that perceived likely to influence the 

adoption of fog computing in evaluating the data analysis on 

data transmitted from the ever increases devices. Despite 

many studies for examining the relationship between 

information system and adoption, none of them 

comprehensive enough to show the relationship between 

Quality of Results factors into a single framework. In this 

paper, we proposed framework as shown in Fig. 1. The 

framework represents the links amongst fog computing 

adoption, heterogeneous data analysis and Quality of Results 

(QoR).  

 

 
Fig. 1Research Framework 

 

Since there is no clear cut relation between fog computing 

adoption and Quality of Results, for this reason 

heterogeneous data analysis able to provide a more 

illustrative account on how fog computing adoption are 

related to Quality of Results. In other words, heterogeneous 

data analysis explains the relation between the Quality of 

Results and the fog computing adoption. A mediator variable 

is the variable that causes mediation in the dependent and the 

independent variable. The reason why Quality of Results can 

have a relation with fog computing adoption is due to 

heterogeneous data analysis can be a potential mechanism by 

which Quality of Results can bring changes on fog computing 

adoption. A prevalent theory is the Quality of Results 

(according to different dimensions such as quality indicator, 

quality control, validity outcome and reliability) contributes 

more to fog computing adoption because each dimensions 

brings it own special contribution for organization to adopt 

fog computing. This synergy can be exploited, however, only 

if organization improve their internal (on-premise) and 

external (off-premise) storage data analysis, then they will 

adopt fog computing. The relationship between 

heterogeneous data analysis and Quality of Results intends to 

be the adoption factors for fog computing adoption. The 

adoption framework could be applied in organisation that 

require such technology in handling assessment on 

heterogeneous data analysis for better decision making. It 

could be implemented by the organisation’s IT experts with 

the help from fog computing service provider. In the same 

time, the adoption framework will be a product of this study. 

Fog computing Adoption 

Fog computing is acknowledged to have a major impact on 

how organisation decide to adopt for preprocessing huge 

amount of data that being generated by the devices. 

Computing paradigm able to give a roadmap for client to 

conceptualizing, designing, building and deploying fog 

solution. It give a promising benefits such as remain 

competitive with the business environment and maximising 

return of investment (Ahamed, Shahrestani, & Ginige, 2013; 

Ardagna et al., 2018; Chou, 2015; Fan et al., 2018; Hazen et 

al., 2014; Lapin, 2014; Mezni, Aridhi, & Hadjali, 2018; 

Yassine et al., 2019; Zhang & Li, 2006). 
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Heterogeneous Data Analysis 

Heterogeneous data analysis in this research refer to the fast 

interactions and transmissions of data that led to the high data 

rates originate from the diferent kind of source. The fast 

emergence of Internet of Things has tremendously increase 

the production of data. One of the solution to handle 

processing of a large amount of data is by adopting a 

computer paradigm for example fog computing (Davenport, 

2014; Dholakia & Dholakia, 2013; Dutta, Chao Alex Peng, & 

Choudhary, 2013).  

On-premise storage analysis 

On-premise storage in this researh is defined as data that are 

generated, processed and analyse for the use of the 

organisation itself such as the patient’s information in 

healthcare businesses and sales tracking data for retail 

businesses The need for on-premise storage analysis able to 

influence organisation to adopt fog computing (Davenport, 

2014; Dutta et al., 2013; Hazen et al., 2014). 

Off-premise storage analysis 

Off-premise storage in this researh is defined as data that are 

generated, processed and analyse from the sensors, social 

networking, video surveillance camera and many more. 

Other than on-premise storage analysis, off-premise storage 

analysis able to play a vital role in the adoption of fog 

computing (Davenport, 2014; Dutta et al., 2013; Hazen et al., 

2014).  

Quality of Results 

Quality of results is defined as comparing the user’s 

expectation againts the decision making made. This is a very 

important aspect as heterogeneous data analysis can be 

improve with a proper assessment and procedures in 

determining the adoption of fog computing. In addition, 

Quality of Results taken four (4) elements into account which 

are quality indicators, quality control, validity outcome and 

reliability outcome. These elements will establish whether 

organisation is influenced to adopt fog computing for big data 

analysis. 

Quality Indicator 

Quality indicator in this research explains the level of data 

completeness, timeliness and accuracy as a standard of 

quality indicators. There will be require several  techniques 

and tools for assessment of quality indicators (Ardagna et al., 

2018; Rames, Roiko, Stratton, & Macdonald, 2016).  

Quality Control 

Quality indicator in this research defines the user maintaining 

the standards in data analysis by testing the sample of the 

output againts the specification. Quality of on-premise and 

off-premise data that generated from variety of source is 

certainly difficult to control. The data quality control is not as 

per standard if the generated data exceeds the required value 

(Chou, 2015; Hazen et al., 2014; Mezni et al., 2018). 

Validity Outcome 

Validity outcome in this research refer to the state of data 

analysis outcome being logically true and acceptable. 

Organisation should be able to identify does the data is still 

valid to be use, and if it isn’t should the data be removed and 

archive from the storage (Abeysirigunawardena, Jeffries, 

Morley, Bui, & Hoeberechts, 2015; Lapin, 2014; Yassine et 

al., 2019; Zhang & Li, 2006). 

 

 

Reliability Outcome 

Consistency of data analysis performance must elevated if 

the data streams from devices handled in huge amount. 

Assessment on reliability outcome will help organisation to 

improve overall performance of data analysis (Ahamed et al., 

2013; Fan et al., 2018; Lapin, 2014; Verba et al., 2019). In 

addition, to validate the identified dimensions, survey will be 

conducted between companies that adopted fog 

computing.The questionnaire constructed from literature 

review and modified to fit the context of fog computing 

adoption will be distributed through email to respondents 

within quarter of a year in order to increase the questionnaire 

response rate. Only the company IT Professional who will 

involve with the fog computing adoption targeted as 

respondents in this study because they are in a better position 

to understand the whole organisation, the current IT 

operations in reference with the fog computing adoption and 

future trends of handling data analysis within the 

organisations(Cohen, Mou, & Trope, 2014). 

IV. DISCUSSION 

In this article, researcher proposed a conceptual 

framework of the study. At the current stage, the identified 

factors for adoption of fog computing for heterogeneous data 

analysis in referring to Quality of Result has been derived to 

finalise the structure of the conceptual framework. The 

conceptual framework derived from literature and views 

from the experts is developed attribute fog computing 

adoption, four (4) main attributes of Quality of Result 

(quality indicator, quality control, validity outcome and 

reliability outcome) and two (2) heterogeneous data analysis 

attributes: (on-premise and off-premise). This proposed 

conceptual framework is the researcher’s initial step to 

investigate the factors influencing the adoption of fog 

computing for heterogeneous data analysis. In developing 

country context, the adoption of new technologies in an 

organisatioin is contributing significantly thus it is important 

for organisation to concentrate on the adoption (Senyo, 

Effah, & Addae, 2016). Potential benefits from the 

implementation of this framework to organisation is it enable 

to provide greater value and benefits to the business process. 

The framework of this study could be influencing and 

inhibiting the adoption of fog computing (Nugroho, Susilo, 

Fajar, & Rahmawati, 2017). In addition, fog-computing 

adoption is important for serving an environment for industry 

to execute, monitor, and analyze a large form of data in a fog 

landscape.  

V. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, although cloud computing is still relevant 

when it comes to processing data applications, it will quickly 

becoming obsolete. It won’t be long when fog computing 

takes over and cloud is pushed to the side lines with fog 

computing handling all the critical analysis work. This study 

indicates how the use of fog computing can generate large 

amount of data and it brings potential benefits to the 

organisation heterogeneous 

data analysis. 
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However, the generated data could have low quality may 

weaken the overall functionality and performance of fog 

computing (L. Gao & Malewicz, 2007).Researcher identified 

few factors that can be used to measure the Quality of Result 

of data analysis which are quality indicators, quality control, 

validity outcome and reliability outcome. This assessment 

is able to improve the errors of data streaming in the 

computation processes (Yao et al., 2016). On-premise and 

off-premise storage analysis are the aspects identified in 

analysing the large scale of data. In addition, operational and 

strategic benefits from fog computing adoption helps 

organisation to compete in the high-tech industry (Low et al., 

2011).  
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